CA SUPERIOR COURT RECORDS HAVE NEVER BEEN THIS ACCESSIBLE.

Trellis makes over a decade of California superior court records accessible for the first time. Instead of researching a matter in the abstract, see what your judge actually thinks.

Know Your Judge

Practical judicial bios provide information on each judge, political affiliation, department and clerk info, applicable local and department specific rules.

Gather
Trellis gathers all state rulings into one easy-to-use online database

Search
Users can search thousands of records by judge, topic and county

Analyze
See your judge's temperament, citations, and likelihood of granting motions using Natural Language Processing

Motion History
Detailed analysis of motions your judge has granted

Compare Judges
See how your judge stacks up against other judges in the area

Find Potential Problems
Is your judge sympathetic to a particular kind of argument? How have they handled similar motions and cases in the past?

Never before seen judge analytics provide lawyers strategic insights in to how each Superior Court judge rules on the most important pre-trial motions.

User Study
39/40 motions drafted utilizing Trellis data were successful.
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